DreamBIG Teaching and Learning Resource 2021

Drama / Music SPACE-IOSITY – The Curious Night Sky

Images prepared here are suggested examples only as per the Drama: Space-iosity – The Curious Night Sky unit in ‘DreamBIG Teaching and
Learning Resource 2021’. Access a copy of this resource and the accompanying supplementary Music: Space-iosity – The Curious Night Sky unit
at: http://tiny.cc/DreamBIGFest

DRAMA

What could have created this
hole?

Curiosity Successfully Drills ‘Duluth’, 23
May 2018, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
NASA
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/
details.php?id=PIA22326
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DRAMA

Curiosity is ready to set out, but
what is that on the ground?

Mars 2020 with sample tubes (artist’s
concept), Mars Exploration Image
Gallery, NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files
/styles/full_width_feature/public/thumb
nails/image/pia23492.jpg
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DRAMA

What will Curiosity find in these
mountains?

Mars Rover Layered Rock Formations, 9
Sep 2016, (‘mountain’) Mars Exploration
Image Gallery, NASA
https://mars.nasa.gov/system/resources
/detail_files/8022_mars-curiosity-rovermsl-rock-layers-PIA21044-full2.jpg
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DRAMA

What will Curiosity find over
this hill?

Curiosity at Glen Etive, 11 Oct 2019,
Photojournal, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
NASA
https://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/jpegM
od/PIA23378_modest.jpg
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DRAMA
What or Who has created these
tracks?
MUSIC
Layers in Mars’ Danielson Crater
NB Encourage student responses; these are
suggestions only.

Layers in Mars’ Danielson Crater, 20 Sep 2019, Solar System and Beyond, NASA
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/mars/images/index.html
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/styles/full_width_feature/public/thumbnails/image/pia23454.jpg

Notice
Lots of ripples being moulded upwards.
Curious
I wonder what creature left those
tracks?
Movement
Swaying down and then slowly rising up
to extend both arms outward. Students
might then like to add scarves to create
a ripple effect.
Sounds to vocalise
Lots of continuous elongated ‘shh’
sounds.
Transfer to instrument
Sliding up and down on a guiro, or a slow
glissando (up and down on a
metallophone).
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MUSIC

Dunes of the Southern Highlands
NB Elicit student responses; these are
suggestions only.

Dunes of the Southern Highlands, 23 March 2017, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, NASA
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA21571

Notice
Looks like snakes sliding on asphalt.
Curious
I wonder if they are space snakes? How
fast or slow do they travel?
Movement
Curved snake-like movement, wavy,
(wriggly?) intercepted by long and short
moves. (Perhaps use a hoop – refer back
to the unit in the 2021 DreamBIG
teachers’ resource).
Sounds to vocalise
Elongated and interrupted long ‘sss’ with
alternating emphasis on ascending and
descending pitch and volume.
Transfer to instrument
Smooth gliding and short and long
shakes with a rain stick, or maracas.
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MUSIC
Sources of Gullies in Hale Crater

NB Elicit student’s creative ideas; these are
suggestions only.

Sources of Gullies in Hale Crater, 12 April 2017, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, NASA
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA21586

Notice
Looks like lots of sharp edges of a cliff.
Curious
I wonder how the rocks got so sharp?
Movement
Lots of sharp tall jig-jagged movement
that is bold. Jagged and sharp
movements of a ball being forcefully
pushed from the centre of the body
outward, with extended pause before
moving back into the body slowly before
repeating at a different angle.
Sounds to vocalise
High long sharp rising sounds ‘zah’.
Transfer to instrument
Lots of sharp bursts on a drum, or low
rumblings on a bass xylophone.
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